ECT is a tech company dedicated to better business outcomes for communications service
providers (CSPs) and their customers. With our Telecoms Low-Code Application Platform (TLCAP), Packaged Business Capabilities (PBCs), ready-to-use apps and agile co-development, we
enable CSPs to compose, enhance and individualize telecoms services and products
implemented within their telecoms network. Our parent company, the European Computer
Telecoms AG, is a German public company located in Munich, Germany, where we employ
engineering experts from over 30 countries. The language of our company is English. German is
not required.
We are currently hiring a

Quality Assurance and Testing Engineer, working in Munich, Germany
Main Tasks:
 Discovering and analyzing telecoms applications requirements from both the client’s
and the caller’s perspective
 Understanding the purpose, architecture and dependencies of telecommunications
services being tested, based on documentation and interaction with developers
 Defining test conditions, test data and test cases
 Writing test cases for manual and automatic testing
 Executing test cases and documenting results
 Scheduling and managing test cycles
 Participating in quality management reviews, ensuring the application design and
related work products satisfy the requirements
Requirements:
 Graduate level degree in Information Technology, Computer Science or
Telecommunications with practical knowledge of software testing processes.
 Knowledge of JavaScript, shell languages, SQL, XML/XSL, cross-browser testing,
Android/IOS app testing, defect tracking and reporting tools (like JIRA)
 Experience in automated testing is a plus
 Methodical and structured approach to software testing
 ISTQB certification is a plus
Who we are:
 We have an amazing, highly diverse team with colleagues from Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia,
Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Guatemala, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland,
Mexico, Morocco, the Netherlands, Pakistan, Romania, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, the USA,
etc.
 We care about you. All employees participate in the success of our company via our
company bonus. We offer a highly competitive compensation package with an initial
annual salary of 54,700 – 65,850 EUR (ca. 77% fixed and 23% variable), relocation
assistance, free breakfast and lunch, and 30 workdays of paid vacation.
 We invest in your future. We encourage all employees to participate in further education
and offer in-house language courses and trainings, external seminars and university
courses. Many colleagues have even completed company-sponsored MBA programs.



We care about our community. For over 15 years, we have been the main sponsor of the
Munich Chamber Orchestra and all employees receive tickets to their amazing concerts.

In order to be considered, your application must include a cover letter with a compelling
explanation of why you are the person we should entrust with this opportunity.
Please send your CV, cover letter and all relevant documents by e-mail, including your salary
expectation and a possible start date to careers@ect-telecoms.de, mentioning “Q&A-Eff2022” in the subject. Your CV and cover letter should be in English and formatted as a Word
or PDF document.
The position is based in Munich, Germany.
Employment starting date: immediate.
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